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INTRODUCTION

Forster Communications – social change PR agency –

our role on NHS Charities Together 

Peter Gilheany - Director

Olivia Martins - Media Expert 

Today we will give practical tips on:

• Planning compelling communications 

• Preparing media materials 

• Delivering communications

To help you feel confident getting your 

message out there and generating 

media coverage. 
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HOUSEKEEPING

• If anyone has any questions as we go, please use the 

Q&A chat function to submit 

• We’ll keep an eye and will answer at end of each 

section 

• We understand there are different levels of 

experience among you; what we’ll cover has 

something for everyone

• We’ll follow up after the session with a practical toolkit 

to give you more detail on what we cover today

Aim is to equip you with the tools and 

confidence to help build the profile of 

your organisation
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THREE TAKEAWAYS FROM TODAY 

Nailing speaking with a journalist                                                                                            

How to write great communications 

and case studies 

Spotting the ‘TRUTH’ in your story 
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PLANNING COMMUNICATIONS



IDENTIFY YOUR AUDIENCE 

Aims: What are you trying to achieve?

Objective: How will you achieve your aims?
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Who do you want to reach to achieve your end goals?

What do you want your audience to think, feel and do as a 

result of your communication?

BE CLEAR ON AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

PLANNING YOUR COMMUNICATIONS 



What are key messages?

These are the key areas of focus or belief for your idea or 

organisation, backed up by factual evidence (proof points). They 

must always support your organisation’s strategic aims. 

How do I create key messages? 

• Evidence

• Interests

• Difference

• Personality 

Where do our interests overlap with the audience?

What problem / challenge / issue are we seeking to overcome / 

have a solution for / need help with?
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DEVELOP KEY MESSAGES
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Once you’ve identified your audience and what they need to know, 

then you need to choose the best channel to use to reach them. 

Channels include: 

• Paid

• Earned

• Shared

• Owned 

Why bother with the media?

AUDIENCE CHANNELS   
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Your objectives might be to 

drive donations or inspire 

fundraisers. 

Primary audiences are your 

end user. They could be 

those who benefit from your 

charity or friends/ family of 

those that do. 

Secondary audiences could 

be journalists or corporate 

donors. 

OBJECTIVES IDENTIFYING AUDIENCES 

Owned channels include your 

company LinkedIn, Twitter 

and Instagram. Posting 

announcements and key 

messages on these are easy 

ways to reach an interested 

audience with targeted 

messages.

AUDIENCE CHANNELS 

A key message might be: 

‘Over 70% of NHS staff say 

their mental health has been 

negatively impacted by the 

pandemic, NHS Charities 

Together funding means 

we’re able to provide one-to-

one counselling as well as 

continued mental health 

support’. 

KEY MESSAGES 

IN PRACTICE.. 



A communication can be classified as effective if it passes the TRUTH test: 

• TOPICAL - Is the story related to something else in the news?

• RELEVANT - Will your audience care or be interested?

• UNUSUAL - What’s different about this story?

• TIMELY - Is it relevant for now?

• HUMAN - Is it about or does it affect real people?
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PASSING THE TRUTH TEST 



PREPARING MEDIA MATERIALS
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The purpose of a news release is to make 

a targeted announcement.

The idea is to create something as close 

to a published article as possible, and 

which gets across your key message(s).

Journalists receive lots of press releases 

each day so yours will have to be clear 

and engaging to cut through the noise. 

Research around your story; are there any 

events or news that coincide with your 

press release? If so, make it part of the 

story.

A news release is usually 5-8 short 

paragraphs in length and the headline 

should tell the whole story.

• Keep the headline short and catchy, 

you can expand on the story in the by-

line

• If it fits the tone of the outlet, include a 

pun or rhyme to catch attention

• Mention your organisation in either the 

headline or by-line

WRITING A NEWS RELEASE A SNAPPY HEADLINE 

• Who is the story about? 

• What is the story about? Keep it short, 

sharp and to the point 

• Why is the story happening? 

• When is the story taking place? 

• Where is the story unfolding? 

FIRST PARAGRAPH: INCLUDE THE 5 W’S

WRITING ENGAGING COPY FOR MEDIA 



CASE STUDIES:                           
REAL-LIFE STORIES  

Case studies are important for illustrating the need and work 

of your charity and the media are always interested in real 

people. 

Consider the following criteria when choosing a suitable case 

study: 

• Does your case study have an interesting and/or emotive 

story that shows your organisation in a positive light? 

• Are all individuals involved happy to be pictured and 

potentially interviewed by the media? 

• Are they willing to provide their name, age and location, 

and for this information to be shared publicly? 

• When thinking about case studies throughout the year, do 

you have a diverse mix of people and stories 

represented?
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Once you’ve found a suitable person you will need to interview them 

in order to get more information about their story.

You should:  

✓ Interview them over the phone – taking notes on their answers

✓ Write up [N.B. tips on this on the following slide]

✓ Share this write up back with your case study to check they are 

happy with everything factually and how they come across in the 

piece 

✓ Once they are happy, get them to sign a consent form confirming 

that they are happy for this story to be shared in the press 

✓ To note: if you are separate to your hospitals comms team do run 

past them too before issuing 
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Prepare your questions in advance. Questions will relate to the 

specific case study you are interviewing but example questions 

include:

• Name, age, location

• Connection to the charity/NHS?

• How has the support of our charity impacted you?

• What would have happened if this charity was not there to 

support you?

• How has life improved since being supported by the charity?

• What would you say to people who raise money or who have 

donated to our charity?

INTERVIEWING A CASE STUDY  



TOP TIPS FOR WRITING A CASE 
STUDY 

✓ An attention grabbing headline – a short quote from the 

case study usually works well 

✓ Add a subheading providing some context to the 

headline and how your organisation fits in

✓ Include the “ 5 Ws” in your first paragraph [see slide 9] 

✓ When first referring to your case study, state their name, 

age and who the person is in the context of the story 

e.g. Nurse, Doctor, Patient, Fundraiser 

✓ End your case study with information about your 

organisation

✓ Finish with contact details for yourself/ press team 

should the journalist want any more information 

✓ Illustrate with photographs or video to bring the story to 

life – and show the real people your organisation is 

helping 
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PREPARING MEDIA MATERIALS 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Having great photography can make or break a case study story 
being used by the media. 

To accompany your case study write up, where possible, include:

• A portrait of your case study - portrait and landscape versions 

• Include ‘before and afters’ e.g. a patient in hospital and then 
well at home, an NHS worker in uniform and then in their 
normal clothes/ life etc. 

• Where possible include a photo that helps illustrate the story 
e.g. a fundraiser taking part in their challenge etc. 

TOP TIPS when taking photos.. 

• Photos must be high resolution to be used – but you don’t 
need a fancy camera for this – an iPhone or high-spec 
Android phone will take great high-resolution photos 

• Don’t zoom in! Frame your photo well in the first place. 
Zooming lowers the quality 

• Take a few photos so media can pick from a selection 
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EXAMPLES
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DELIVERING COMMUNICATIONS  



Where to go to?

• National media (print or broadcast) – e.g. The Times, FT, Daily 

Mail, Telegraph, Daily Mirror, Good Morning Britain 

• Online news – e.g. Independent.co.uk, Huffington Post

• Local media (print, online or broadcast) – e.g. London 

Evening Standard, Manchester Evening News, BBC Radio 

Derby  

• Sector media – e.g. Charity Today, Third Sector, Charity Times, 

Civil Society
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Who to approach?

• Editor - sets tone for news/comment

• Section heads - e.g. Health, Business, Society

• Reporters - content coordinators etc

• Picture or video editors - for great pictures you have that are 

worthy of a story on their own 

• For broadcast - producers, planners or forward planners

PITCHING THE STORY TO MEDIA   

Once you have everything ready to speak to media, think about who your story might be of interest and consider: 



HOW TO APPROACH JOURNALISTS  

The best way to ensure a journalist has the release or opinion article is by leading with a phone call. 
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TOP TIPS FOR ON THE PHONE 
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Make use of existing relationships that you or your colleagues might have in the media FRIENDS FIRST 

QUICK DIG

BE CLEAR & CONCISE 

TRY AGAIN 

BE BOLD 

BANK FOR NEXT TIME 

Have a look at their recent articles and Twitter feeds to confirm interests 

Have a top line pitch ready for when you call – it can help to write it down 

If they are clearly too busy – call back or email 

Don’t show fear or appear reluctant to call – they need stories as much as you need coverage  

If they’re really not interested, keep the relationship for another time 
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Share the article across your 

social media channels 

In social posts use the tag 

function to refer to other 

involved organisations e.g. 

@NHSCharities, or the 

hashtag function e.g. 

#NHSCharitiesTogether can 

help to widen the reach of 

your posts. Tagging partners 

you’re working with will also 

increase the likelihood of 

them resharing the content, 

further amplifying the reach 

SHARE IT TAG PARTNERS 

Create a ‘news’ section of 

your website to capture all 

publicity and create a buzz 

HOST ONLINE 

Email the article directly to 

partners you are working with 

or hoping to work with, and 

ask them to share through 

social channels 

UPDATE YOUR NETWORK 

HOW TO MAXIMISE APPEARED MEDIA COVERED 



YOUR THREE TAKEAWAYS FROM 
TODAY 

Nailing speaking with a journalist                                                                                            

How to write great communications 

and case studies 

Spotting the ‘TRUTH’ in your story 
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THANK YOU!
QUESTIONS?

For more information please contact: 

• Peter Gilheany, peter@forster.co.uk / 07798 881 180

• Olivia Martins, olivia@forster.co.uk / 07710 986 406 

mailto:peter@forster.co.uk
mailto:olivia@forster.co.uk

